
Answer 3 critical Questions: 1) Do they have to Sell? 2) Do they know where they are moving? Do
they have time? Do they have to be there? (If YES Proceed) (If NO then follow up until they are
ready)
Prequalify using script to learn more (Write down answers...connect)
Preview the property (make notes and tell the "Story" of the home
Review and leave "11 questions" handout and "Sample" SPA
Make SPA Appointment; explain "Product Positioning" to the Seller
Send link to www.C21be3.com (sell importance of watching to save time on appointment)
Start Dotloop Listing file with all of the information filled in (Except for listing price)
Share Dotloop file with Seller for review prior to Appointment
Rehearse and Perform "Listing/Positioning Presentation Meet with Seller
Explain benefits of Sign Addendum for Certified Pre-Loved Marketing (Pre-Inspections, title,
insurance, survey, mortgage info)
Explain Seller coverage for Global Home Warranty (Sign coverage paperwork)
Sign Exclusive Right of Sale Listing docs in person or via Dotloop ( have 2 weekends for "coming
soon" (MLS Waiver) Option "2"
Obtain 2 house keys and any special showing instructions from Seller (plan the "tour" for buyers)
Give Seller list of things to do during coming soon period. (What to touch up, declutter, paint,
plant, etc) Help coordinate if needed)
Identify the best photo shots to share with photographer to showcase property (Ask Seller for
input)
Ask Seller what appliances stay, what they want to include or exclude in the sale (add to MLS
documents)
If property is in HOA/Condo Assoc, confirm payment/ parking & association contact info (Get
copies of past 6 meeting minutes)
Determine, from condition of property, what type of loan/financing will pass (cash and
conventional takes most - FHA/VA needs better condition)
Submit the Dotloop file to LISTINGS DEPT for MLS entry. Send photos to “photos@c21beggins.com”
Secure lockbox ( extra key) and confirm showing instructions
Request Sellers Preliminary Closing Statement from Paramount Title
Attach sign riders to C21 yard sign (flyer box) after Post/Sign has been installed
Place Sign-in sheet and Buyers Showcase Packet in the house (Disclosures, Inspections, Survey,
Insurance Quotes, Mortgage flyers)
Market your new Listing in the community. Geo Target neighborhood on Social Media/Door
Knock Just listed
Resolve any possible lien,inspection or permit issues (If any); request Sellers copy of Survey
If property is in a Flood Zone, obtain Insurance quote and Elevation Cert and add as attachment
in MLS
If family is selling due to Owners death, confirm Probate process
Offer showing feedback to your Seller each week. Call them every Friday with any news even if
no news
Continually monitor competition and educate Sellers above strategic moves up or down in price
Meet all buyers at house for showings to properly connect and represent home (DISC, VAK)
Receive offer - see Now What page for next steps with offer
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